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ણʠⳖଭᔢⳂŊሷԡᅘᩗ≛Ŋሷ⎡㆛ᅘᶇ≛Ŋሷ⎡ણ⸅ᐉ

≛ȯԡᅘᩗ≛Ŋᅠᔍɿ≛ʑሱᣅଇ⣲Ŋ̟ᆯ⩕ᔕ⦩㆛⸅ᮝŊ⸅

ᐉᔕㅽࡍŊദദᆯણԊⳖʠՒ⋱ʑʠञ≛ȯ߱ኽˀㅽࡍŊᔍỚ⸅

ᶇ⸅Ŋ˫רʠሦᔕחലʠߊᔖř͛ॖȵːㆩҚʠߊᔖȶŊ

ȵᆹᕀᔕʠߊᔖȶᾀᾀȯ1 ߱ኽˀㅽࡍŊᔍỚ⸅ᶇ⸅ʢờʠ

ᣅᔕણ᱿ȵⱧȶ——ॖ⦝⤵ⱧȮᄽջⱧȮుߡⱧȮἇ⿵Ⱨ

ȶȲ⧄࣪ʀŊሬ૯᱿ȵⱧȱഺ༥ӱ⣶⤑᳖ᔕᾀᾀȯ2 ᅘⲖɺ

ሷ̤౺ⱀ྆ӛŊʀⲩᔍɺણⳖଭະ⋱ൂқጻ⭰ല˫Ⳗʠ

⿵᱿ଃ⥾Ŋⴍ҉ଃ⥾ʠȯҢɺŊȵໟΩㅱ૽⧠ỚⱧʠ⦝⤵⣶ᣅ

ㆤᇓŊᮢʠ˫ဎⲩ⧄Ⲉᔌ߱ᱹᮝŊԑԑᱹᮝ᱿ᔕ⩐ջȯȶҢ

ʷŊȵⱧʺʺŊൕㅱ߱ח˩⧄᱿ጉከʠҙŊᮢ˫ဎⲩʊ˩ʠ⿵᱿

⩐ջదᯌŘະᆯଃԊ˩)ણ⠛*᱿ሩᅘ⸅ᐉŊ≟Қᤋ᱿ח˩ȯȶ3 

ໟᯍӮ૯̳ඎบʑ᱿ߡもⱧᆹŊᔌᆯ໊ཉᔍқㅮ⩀ʠṘ——

ㆤᇓ⎞ᐉŊᅹ⸅׳ỚחലŊ̟ʬ⦲ൕㅱῈࡣᅠᅹሷ᱿)ણ*ໞ

ଔȯໟ⧄⨢ⳬŊඎบ⥓⋱☼᮫ߡもⱧ≟⸅ᅘ᮹હ⎞Ңᶇἄ

ㅽࡍ- ծᔕ⎞ᔕ-᱿〦Ŋഺ≟⋱ᅹԡᅘᩗŊב⋱⎡㆛ᅘ

⤟ȯ 

ᣅⳭʀⲩ⧄Ŋȱඎบ᱿ߡもⱧȲɺᄽ൬Ⳍͩᡕ⤍ʴ⳧

                                                           
1  David Christian, “The Return of Universal History”, History and Theory, 49 

)2010*, pp.6-27; David Armitage and Jo Guldi, “The Return of the Longue 
Durée”, Global History Review )Beijing*, 5 )2013*, edited volume in progress. 

2  Judith Surkis, Gary Wilder, James W. Cook, Durba Ghosh, Julia Adeney Thomas 
and Nathan Perl-Rosenthal, “AHR Forum: Historiographic ‘Turns’ in Critical 
Perspective”, American Historical Review, 117 )2012*, pp.698–813. 

3  Nathan Perl-Rosenthal, “Comment: Generational Turns”, American Historical 
Review, 117 )2012*, p.813. 
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ࡍણᓝㅽȯ4߱ʀΤʊ₊⡹Ŋᔍʷඎบ⎞もߡȮ߱Ȯቍ͗᱿

ሯሷ⳧ʻؚ೧⎞ᅐ᱿⳧ỄŊॖ˚Ω̙ʢㅼ⎊വᅠҢᅺᲩ⎟Ᏻ᱿

〦ȯໟ⦓ᣅŊʀⲩᅘ⎟ણ⠛⬹⨢૪ʴໟ֓౺Ԋ᱿ㅷᛵŘ˫ദ

Ȯᄎᗶ⧄Ȯߡも〦ણ≛Ȯߡもᘍણ≛ʠ⿵᱿ଃ⥾〦૽⸅

ᳵԊȯ5 ໟʬ྆ӛŊໟ߱Ӳ⚠⦦᱿ȵߡも᱿ඎบߡד˫もջ᱿ඎ

บȶ)the intellectual history of the international and an internationalised 

intellectual history*ଋሷ⥓घడ̳ഩરໞřˇ֯Ŋɺᅞㄇᆯߡもㅽࡍ᱿

ඎบඖוඎŊɺᅞㄇᆯഺߡも⋸⃘ഺʶඎบᶇἄȯ6 ϊവᓞ᱿

ᆯŊᔍᓝ⧄࣪᱿Ђӛא⎞ːဏͧ᱿〫⥫⧄ᆹ⤯דʴⳆқᅞㄇ᱿

⩀㆛ȯሩ˪ːᓞ᱿ᆯŊಂ̤⥫⧄ːࠀㅼ⋱˫ཀྵᄽ᱿Ṙ⪝᳖͗ഩ

ཀྵᄽȯ˫ʁŊໟଔⱧ˟Ωଃཀྵᄽᤋဏӛ᱿ྏඖ⥫⧄ȯ. 

*    *    * 

ծോञ⍦ઽờŘȵ˚ᅺໟΩⵣᆯߡもːंȯȶ7 טːᄪˮ᱿

ծᄞ࿙ᆯໟ᱿̲ٻʶřໟહቅ⎞˟ɺ⬚⧾࿙ɺඎบᅞᘍʑሷ〦

                                                           
4  ᄽ⎞ːנɺ૾ሬʀ᱿ɺὁᯆሷదᯌȯ⦼א⣲  David Armitage, 

Foundations of Modern International Thought )Cambridge:Cambridge 
University Press, 2013*, pp.17-32, and in Darrin M. McMahon and Samuel 
Moyn, eds., Rethinking Modern European Intellectual History, edited  in 
progress. 

5  David Armitage, “The Fifty Years’ Rift: Intellectual History and International 
Relations”, Modern Intellectual History, 1 )2004*, pp.108-09. 

6  Armitage, Foundations of Modern International Thought, p. 7. 
7  ᔍ⦦كະʴߡ⎊᮫㔋ːंWilliam Harcourt ᦫं߱ 1889᱿⦦ᘍ )ȵໟΩ

߱ⵣᆯḽሳʙ∑≛ȶ* Ŋ˫דໟː߱2002كະWilliam Harcourt᱿⦦ᘍ 
)ȵໟΩ߱ⵣᆯञ⣫ᘱʙ∑≛ȶȯ⦼א⣲ David Armitage, “Three Concepts 
of Atlantic History”, in David Armitage and Michael J. Braddick, eds., The 
British Atlantic World, 1500-1800 )Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2002*, 
p.11. 
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Қ)ἇ⿵*იଭȮᆹ⿵ᅧ⠗᱿ᶇἄᮝ⦩Ễȯᔌॖ߱Ҡ࿙⦩ʠᆹ

ଭ᱿Ŋծᄞ࿙߸า⨯ӷŊᆹἇ⣶⸆᱿იଭଃඎบᶇἄ

ᘍ≟⤵Ŋᅹ҂ដྏʬңघỚר⋱ඖȯ˟ᄽὁㆊဏӷ᱿าकẌ

Ŋɺቅᅘӛ᱿ȳѝણߡもᶇἄȴᔌ॑⦦ᆙʴᔍ㔄)ྏ⎞ר⋱*ȯծ

ᄞ࿙⦦ŘⳆゝӤ᱿̳≛ȵⵣᮢʴ˟Ωሬ૯᱿)ѝણ*З⃥˫क᱿

ᑁೣ⦹⧄ѝણȯȶҢ⧨ߡもʺʺŊҢ૪ףᆯߌᣅक߱ᅠѝણЗ⃥

⯿ȯଃծᄞ࿙≟⤵ŊⳆҢ૪ʏᆯʊ᮹ʙ∑Ŋ≟ᆯỚζח⧄ⲩ

)derivative discourse*Ř☼┮͐ᮢ⎊⯿З⃥˫क᱿ᐻ⣳ŊҦቃႴ

ሷሩञ᱿ᄽջ⫏Ȯሩሷᓏ՛᱿ѭ⬤ᅭ∌ሳଃ⎊నᅡ⎞ヾᴊȯ̟נ

ɺᅞㄇŊ⦞ॖծᄞ࿙᱿⤐ૣ⤵Ŋȵ˚ᅺʊ᮹ʠඎบᮝᙙᤀרⴍ҉

᱿ߡもջʴȶŊ⎏ଇŊң゛ൔ᱿ᇜ⨯˷ઈʃະҪףଃҢ⋝⦝ᅭ

≛ᱹ⠧⧄㔄Ŋ≟⥿ᆹଃ៌߱᱿ߡも⊝᳷ᱹ⧄Ŋᔌॖڏણר⋱ሯ

ᅹଃᆹ˩᱿ːᱹ⧄ŊʬଃҢര˩ᱹ⧄ȯ 

רもջř̟ໟ˜ʃᄢ⦦Ⳇᆯȵᤀߡːʠඎบᮝᙙ᱿ᷨ⬤͗⬤ң؟

ⴍ҉᱿ߡもջȶȯ߱ཀྵᄽ᱿ɺᕀֱ㈪⦝Ŋໟ೧ⲩʴᘍߡᄽջḽሳણ

లⲥָ)Pierre Bourdieu* ᱿ᛤᆙʠ⦝ŘȵːΩ⦓ᣅඎบᮝᙙ⎊ᤋ≟

ᤋңሷߡもඖȯᤀʶᕗᔍሩᅠʶ૪ȯȶ8 లᨎָ⦓ᣅŊᄽᅠᅧ⠗

⳧ỄሳⳢӷɺⳐʕ᱿ȵભːȶ——⨿≛ȮℶⱓȮӛᦹۄř˟Ωծ

⡶Ȯ⸅ℶȮЗల┮˫ሬણഐೣӛ᱿⤐൳ȯ)ໟΩ⥓ר˫૽ℐ

⭰ʊ᮹⡹˫⫨ഐೣЗల⤐൳᱿ːԽҘભː܈ҙȯ* ᯍ⤐൳З

ల⡕Зల≟Ⳛ⬤ӛҢ׆ᮝ⋸⃘ᆹŊΩଔሷʴᅘ᱿า∑ȯᯍΩ⎞

                                                           
8  “On croit souvent que la vie intellectuelle est spontanément internationale. Rien 

n’est plus faux”: Pierre Bourdieu, “Les conditions sociales de la circulation 
internationale des idées”, Romanistische Zeitschrift für Literaturgeschichte/Cahiers 
d’Histoire des Littératures Romanes, 14 )1990*, p.2 )my translation*. 
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ᤀ҅׆Зల≟㌂ՒᆹŊΩଔԡⳍʴߌʠ⿵᱿〦ߧআԡⳍʠา׆

ㅷᵧ᱿ᄓኞȯʀⲩᔍỚ⩽̙ʢ߱ծᄞ࿙⎠᱿͛ઈവӷʴ⨢ᆙŊᤀ

⧄ᆯȳѝણߡもᶇἄȴ▽᱿ȳѝણຟᄎẲȴ——ᯍⳆˀ̳ٴⲶ

ӷ⇾ߡણ⠛ߞ˫ᄽ֬⢌ᆹŊҢา∑⎞Ω߱׆ᮝࣀ⡹ңሷ᱿

า∑ଔञʃʴȯ9 ڱሷଃҢ⩀⧄ʠЗల᱿⫨ഐೣ⎞⳧Ễሷ⨸

⤌ŊໟΩ༇⋱আʴ⤟̬˫ඎบᮝᙙ⩐ໞߡもջȯ 

⦞ॖծᄞ࿙߱Ң⥫⧄ᄽሱര⤵Ŋඎบᮝᙙ᱿ߡもջר˫ᱹᮝ߱

ᆹ⿵ʑŊʬר˫ᱹᮝ߱ἇ⿵⡹ȯЗ⃥ሷྃ≣ԻŊִʬᆹᅧ⠗┮ȯЗ

⃥߱ᅧ⠗ʠもሳ⎞ҢЗ⃥ᛜグȮଃ⥾ȯ⤐൳⎞⩀⧄ᅹ֔૽ר⸄ʠक

᱿ḽ∌Ⳑ߱ɺ⬚Ŋᆹʬר˫૽ḽ∌ⳐⳭ֔౺ʠʝȯໟሯ߱Ӳ⚠

ဏθ⭪ᆹ⿵⎞⭪ߡᅭ᱿ඎบ᱿̳ᘍȯໟဏ⩀ະ⥿ȵ߱⤐൳ʑȶ)in 

ideas*ⲲᝒᔕŊశቃଃArthur Lovejoy דҢⲲら≛θ⩀᱿ȵ⤐൳

ߡ⭪⎞⿵ȶ)history of ideas*ဏӛ᱿ᅞᘍ⧄ദԊⳖȯ10 ⎏ᅠ⭪ᆹ

ᅭ᱿ඎบᶇἄʠ⿵ሱञ᱿దᯌŊະ⥿ᆯծᄞ࿙߱Ң⥫⧄ᄽ᱿ሱരɺ

᱿ଃ⥾ȯȶ܈もִߡⳖҘȵɺ˫רඎบЗ⃥ߡř˟శቃʑ⥾ן

˫Қ᱿⣳ᑁ≟⤵Ŋߡも⧄ⲩ⎊ᤋᆯघ᱿ଃ⥾Ŋオʃൕᤋᗞሷ⠢Ἄ

ʃଃᾀȯ⎞ᔍוŊໟΩଃ⳧ദᔕ᱿⤯ᅞೣᆯ܈᱿řᆯ⭪

ᆹ⿵᱿Ŋ̟ߌᣅໟΩൕᤋᆯ߱߱༇വ˫ᐉ⳧ദŊ˫ໟΩ᱿⤯

ൕᤋᆯ܈᱿ȯŊॖኞᔕㆊ⯿ᆯᖁ)ߡ*ᅭ᱿Ȯుߡ᱿≟

ד˫もʙ∑ʠक᱿ⴆㅮߡᔍŊߌもȯߡも᱿ŊໟΩʬᤀᘍ͐Ңໞᣅߡ

ཌ༾ߡもʙ∑ଔໞʴඎบᶇἄ᱿ʙ㆛ŊߌᣅȵଃҚջ᱿Ꮥ൳≟

                                                           
  9  Jiang Qing, Daniel A. Bell and Ruiping Fan ed., Edmund Ryden trans., A 

Confucian Constitutional Order: How China’s Ancient Past Can Shape its 
Political Future )Princeton, N.J. : Princeton University Press, 2012*. 

10  David Armitage, “What’s the Big Idea? Intellectual History and the Longue 
Durée”, History of European Ideas, 38 )2012*, pp.493–507. 
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⤵ŊҢᏕ൳ʏॖᔍȯȶ11 

ᔌᆯ߱ᔍɺㄇŊ┱҃҆ଃȵߡもⱧȶᅡʵቺˁඎบᶇἄ

᱿ᇯḻา∑ϝ᱿⥫⧄ᛖңۓᱹȯ˟ʙ⣬〦໊ʠ⚠߱ᅠඎบ᱿ߡも

ۊല⣶⸆ȯ┱ᄞ࿙חᖁ*ᅭȶ)national* ᱿(ߡലʃ⥿൸⣶⬢⬤ȵח

ⳬŊȵȷߡもⱧȸ⎞ȷߡᅭ⣶⤑ȸᆯר؋˫ҠએʈഢᔍטᲩŝȶ ˟

⎊నͩჇқ㔄᮫ဏͧᔌㄇ᱿ߊᾊȯҢɺ₪ᣅᓿ⇾᥊Ř

ᖝൕㅱ⫅Ⲗ⋸⃘ȯנҢɺԅʃᣅᓿ⇾ᆞሎŊߌᣅᔌॖ┱ᄞ࿙

⤵Ŋ˟ΩȵΤːቍ⤃⯿㊹ᄎᗶʀ᱿తञӼ⎞ࣱⲦȯȶଃໟΩⳆ

∌߱⎊᮫ᖁʙ㋤Ӽʁᮝᙙ⎞డ̳Ŋቅ˫͗Ŋඎบ⎊᮫⎞ણ⠛⎊ʙ

⡕Ύゃ᱿౽⳥≛≟⤵ŊໟΩ᱿ᷨະ⥿⡕ဏⷙŊ߱Ӳ᱿ḽሳʑŊߡ᱿

Ի⸇ⰱᣅೊᘒ⎞⎈߱ȯ߱ᔍᾀᨊʁŊ૾ᘜᅠߡ᱿ᔕᶇἄ⥓

ʃףᤀרⴍ҉Ř߱ρʀŊʜ଼ൕㅱȯ  

ໟરҚר˫טӷ┱ᄞ࿙⧄⨢᱿Ի⸇Ŋʏʈา˟᱿ɺㅮ⤐ૣŘ

ໟΩʃᯍ૽ᖁᅭߡ᱿ඎบ⎞ሩೊᘒ᱿ᅞᘍ⧄ʀ᱿ߡᅭʙ∑ᛜ

ᚭȯര≛ሯഐᐉ⳧⥓घᔕሬ૯Ŋ≟ʈˮ⫯ḽሳẤણ⬢⳧ɺʊ₊ʠ

ʝȯ᱿ᷨŊໟ߱ཀྵᄽဏӷᅞᘍ⧄᱿ߡᅭʙ∑ಁ・Ŋףᆯ૽ᔍỚߡᅭʙ

∑᱿ᔕᯍໞɺΤㅽࡍŊʏ㔄ӛŊञघᄲඎบ̬ॖⴍ҉ʴᔍỚߡᅭ

ʙ∑᱿⇃㔄ȯʃ⳧ŊໟㆤาͩჇ┱ᄞ࿙᱿⥫⧄ŊҪջໟ⎊న᱿⧄⨢

ⴚⱓŊ⦹⦹ߡもⱧଃ؟ːሷ̬॑⚠ȯ˫ʁ⧄ሷɿὉŊҢɺ⦲ሷ

〦⋸⃘ʠɿỚʃᏕ൳ŊҢʷ⫨ᯝȵᖁ)ߡ*ᅭȶ)nation*⎞ȵߡȶ

)state*᱿⃥ɺ〦ŊҢɿ⤽⡕⦡⦓ᣅೖ↲ʃ⩐᱿ᖁᅭඖȯ 

ໟᆯࡣₗ)Quentin Skinner*᱿ણᮝŊ߱בᆯ˟ԡἼ᱿ȵ⋸

                                                           
11  Samuel Moyn, “On the Non-Globalization of Ideas”, in Samuel Moyn and 

Andrew Sartori, eds., Global Intellectual History )New York: Columbia 
University Press, 2013*, p.201. 
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⃘ʑ᱿⤐൳ȶלሬ₇Ӭ᱿ℶⱓʠɺŊ12 ໟബザʃሺ⍣┱ᄞ࿙ଃࡣₗ

⧄ⲩ᱿え⩀Řȵ⤐൳ൕㅱ߱⋸⃘ʑ⤟ȯȶʃ⳧ໟ˜トဏⷙŊⒹ⣬˫

ᣅ——̙ॖ┱ᄞ࿙ʠᣅ——⋸⃘ף⋱ᾀᅠȵᯍᆹ˩᱿ᄎᗶᄽջȶ

)ᅈ㋤ᣅໟԽ*Ŋ⦓ᣅ⋸⃘ף⋱߱Ŋʙ⣬߱ȵ⦝⤵⋸⃘ȶʑ⡕

ᐉȯᯍᤋŊᄎᗶ⦝⤵⋸⃘ⵣᏎᣅ⸅⣬ŊΩߊ˫רᾊඎบᶇἄʑ

᱿⧠घۊ㆛ŊՀ؟ːഐໞ〦⼫᱿ᶇἄʙ㆛ȯᤋ≟ΩʏҚⵒȯ  

ᄎᗶ⋸⃘ʠ૰ἍŊ˫ߡʙᓏʠㅽ߭ᣅᅜȯᄎᗶ⋸⃘ʠकŊଋ

ሷᄽջȮશᄞȮӼಙȮᠰᾀᾀ⋸⃘řҢߣ⥓ᕗᄎᗶ⋸⃘͗വೊ

ˀŊ͗വἍˀȯᔌॖໟ߱⥿ᄽ྆ӛŊ⋸⃘ר˫ᆯ⎞ἇ⿵᱿Ŋ

ʬר˫ᆯ⦝⤵Ꮥ൳᱿ȯŊⳆˀ⋸⃘ר˫⬢ӛߡ)ᖁ*ᅭⴗ᮹Ŋ

ʬר˫ᛤᎸくહॖɺΤಟȮɺಚણずȮᑨᐉջ᱿ἇ⿵ȯഺ┱ᄞ࿙

⥫⧄ᄽሱര⎠᱿͛ઈ——ȵ̲ᄞॖ̬⬤ఉ᛬ᙹໞᣅቄ㍫ُᅺ᱿શ

ᄞȶ——ר˫᳖ӛŊ˟ㆴᤋᛤᎸʀⲩదӲȯ⋸⃘ʏ๗Ȯくહ

ʠř⋸⃘ר⋱ẼՒȮⱧ⩐ȯ⋸⃘ט⩐ջՒŊʬטⳍໞ⩐ջʠ⠗ᣅ

≛Ւȯ߱ʀⲩⳆˀʃくહȮ⩐Ւ᱿⠧⩽ʁŊ⣬⸅ᅘᐉ⋸⃘͗⥼

⸃᧚હ⤐൳Ŋᆯɺㅮߔザ᱿డ̳ȯҢᆯॖኞघ⸅⎞⸅ᯘ᱿⋸⃘——

ሷˀⲖ߱༆ⴗŊሷˀ߱ᆹἇʀᯍ⳰——ⵣ⋱⃛ʵ᧚હ᱿⤵⦦˫า

∑᱿ᆹαŊᗼ૽ሩᣅߔザȯ. 

ⳆқΤᏕ൳ȯᔍʷ≛ʠ⿵ʏᤀൕᤋߡ⎞ᑂザ˫ဝ᱿ᆯᖁᅭ

〦⊓ȯ༈૪≟₲₲᱿ᶇἄᄽ᪇ᛤᎸㆴḻŊᔍʷ≛ʠ⊓ᅹᯍᇄ

ӛŊʬᯍϵᤋȯɺΤʊ₊ʠԊŊㅉ̑૽ʷ≛᱿〦˫ᯍҤ᱿ᅞ

ೣⅶⳬŘȵᖁᅭʜᆯɺඎʠҠ㋤řᔍඎ⋱च߱Ң⎊న᱿ߡ

ʑᛤᎸଭᔍҠ㋤ȯߌᔍŊᖁᅭʜɺҠ㋤Ŋʏңሷԡⳍ଼ᅠ⎊

                                                           
12  http://www.cambridge.org/gb/knowledge/series/series_display/item3937510/? 

site_locale=en_GB.)חവᅺቅŘ2013౺3ሶ1ᅺ* 
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నߡʠРȶȯ̟߱ㅉ̑᱿ᆹ˩Ŋॖᔍ⤐൳˜ଃᅘửȯ13 Ⳇㅽ

ໟΩߊӷ┱ᄞ࿙᱿づⲩŘȵదᯌඖᏎञ᱿ߡ׳ᔕŊ˫דⳆɺᔕ⋍

ᇓʑᮝӛ᱿ۊ㆛⎞⤐൳ŊҢ૪ⅶᆯטӼᅠȷߡȸȶȯॖኞ┱ᄞ࿙

ᔍ⚠ʠȵⅶᆯȶา྆ȵףᆯȶŊໟଔʃ⋱ȯ̟ॖኞ˟⧨ȵⅶ

ᆯȶᆯ྆ȵ߱ሷᆹ⿵⎞ἇ⿵ʑȶŊ߱˩⎞Ԋ˩Ŋໟԅㅼᣅᯝ

งȯ֯͐ᆯ߱ʑߡŊໟΩ˜⎡ະ⥿ⲲۊŊἄὀߡᅭߡ⎞ుߡʠ⿵

ᆯ؋ሷҢదᯌȯȵʑߡȶ)China*᱿ㅽ߭߱⳧ಂΤʊ₊ʑㅼሷ⩐ջř

Ңᅭ∌ԅ߱ʃ᱿ቄ˩⎞ҠُߡᄎᓏʑᮝᙙȯẼᖁᑂԡⳍӛⓧːサ

ᄣ ᅭ ∌ )Chinese diaspora* Ŋ Ң  ߣ  ⬢ ⳧ ʑ ߡ ʙ ᓏ )Chinese 

sovereignty*᱿ㅽ᮹ȯໟΩ̬ᆹ⋱⦦ȵʑߡȶɺߡᄎ㋤)a state*Ȯ

Ŋἄߡ㋤Ȯサᄣᅭ∌ŝໟΩἄ᱿ʑȮᄽᆙȮ⦝⤵ҠߡᅭȮుߡ

ὀᆯʀⲩ᳷घʑߡʑ᱿ڊɺΤŝㆴᤋト⣬ሩᷨ᱿྆ᚊȯ  

ȵߡᅭȶ)national*⋸⃘᱿ߗહջᆯᵬᇺ᱿ŊҢ߱ᆹἇʑʏʃңሷ

ᖝණ᱿ೖ↲ඖȯ⥾オॖᔍŊໟᤀา⦓ᣅ┱ᄞ࿙᱿ሷᲩဏⷙ ˇˇ ඎบ

߱ߡもⱧᆹŊ˜ʃ⥿ൡ⥆ߡᅭ⋸⃘——ʃᔌᷨȯໟףᆯ⦲ߡも

Ⱨ᱿ໞኞʠɺŊ߱ᅠᯍ؟ː˫ߡᅭᣅ⋸⃘Ӡኔ᱿ᯗᆹŊଃߡᅭʠ

ʃ⨢⎊ᆙŊߡᅭʠ⎊ᤋඖŊᯍ໊חᯝʠ๗ಙȯ⎞ᔍו≛Ŋߌ

ȵߡもȶɺⲆʠዽൔծؐȵߡᅭȶŊໟΩߗᤋ⎞┱ᄞ࿙ɺᑂŊቅഩ

ȵ߱ᙟ⠗⬚͗᱿⬢⬤ߡ᱿ߡもඎบᶇἄŊߡ׳⎞˫רЗ⃥᱿ߡ

ӲඎบᶇἄʻⳖȶŊߌᣅॖᔍŊඎบᯃὀᮚザഺʶȯᤋ

≟ໟΩ˜ト㔧զ૾ᘜᅠߡᅭ⋸⃘᱿ΩŊˇݏר⥶ᱹߡᅭጉከ

ʃ♭ؐ᱿⤐൳⎞⧄ⲩȯⳆˀ⤐൳⎞⧄ⲩʃᆯߌᣅҢ⳥̳ଶᓝ̥

ᅠŊ)ሷᆹ*ଃἼᅠߡᅭ/ߡŊଔᆯߌᣅΩ⬢⬤ߡᅭ⋸⃘Ŋᕗॖѝ

                                                           
13  Max Weber, H. H. Gerth and C. Wright Mills ed., From Max Weber: Essays in 

Sociology )London: Routledge, 1991*, p.176. 
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ણȮ̲ᄞȮⳬᄞᾀᾀ┱ᄞ࿙߱⥫⧄ᄽʑဏӷ᱿͛ઈȯໟΩʬᯍဏⷙ

˟Ωቦ◾)Leigh Jenco*⦦᱿ȵἇ⿵ⴗ᮹ȯ͛ॖ଼ᅠᖁᅭߡ᱿ⴗ

᮹Ŋ߱ᓏԻ〦ʑ⡕ԡⳍȮջř≟ໟΩᔌᆯ߱ⳆỚ)⡕⃛ʵ᱿*ἇ

⿵ⴗ᮹⡹⤐ૣẼՒȯȶᤀ⧄ߡᅭʙ∑≛ॖ̬ቅഩŊߡᅭʏ⎊ᤋʠ

ȯぜᖁᅭߡ᱿⎊ᤋक⠥Ŋ⎏ଇଭḻᆯॖ̬߱ߡも᱿ᓏԻ〦

ʑ⡕ↈⳍŊͩ⎡ᆯൕㅱㄇଃ᱿డ̳Ŋ≟ףᆯඎบ᱿⪸

˶ȯ 

*    *    * 

ʊ᮹ʙ∑Ȯߡもʙ∑ȮҚʙ∑˫דᕗⰱᶇἄ⡕⣶ᣅߡᅭʙ

∑Ȯ߸ᅞʙ∑Ŋ˫דҢỚඎบⵯఫ̀ʙ∑᱿ᗶᱟ⏦ᅞȯᤋ≟Ŋᔌॖ

ቦ◾⤵Ŋ߱ᄎᗶ⧄ㅽࡍ⡹Ŋȵߡもջ⨢ᆙᆯᓿᙐ⦓ᵧᑁೣ˫

⸅ᅘ⫥˫า∑ȯȶॎ⦲Ŋᄎ˩חഐೣ᱿Ҫ⊾⦓Ŋ≟ߡᖁᅭד

ᗶ⧄᱿ᔕרᣅบ⣬ߡもջҢㅽࡍ᱿ඎบဏͧר⫏ᄞ⥂᱿

ʶȯᯃὀŊॖኞߡもⱧ᱿ኞŊףᆯߊᔖߡᅭ)ߊᔖᓿᙐ⣫ᅞЗ

⃥Ҥ⩀㆛*ŊⳆ⩬Ⱨӷሩࣺ᱿ᅞŝ 

ቦ◾֢ंบŘඎบ᱿ߡもⱧଋቍԊⳖ߸चŊ≟⎞ᔍᆹ

Ⳗଭ᱿ᄎᗶ⧄Ŋר˫ဏͧ⸅⣬᱿א≙ŊӿሩദԊⴏⳖȯॎᆯଃ

᱿ȯɺ⎷⦦͗Ŋ——֯͵ᆯඎบ——ⵣʃᄎᗶ⧄⎷

㋧ಙ⎊ໟ⣶řʙ⣬ߌ׆ᆯໟΩʃठሷ゛ൔऄൠŊ˺ߧἼ⎊న᱿

⧄ȯʃ⳧Ŋᔌॖቦ◾⤵Ŋᄮ㋤ણ᱿ߡもջ——דҢិⳖ᱿ȵ⣫

ᅞʑൔȶȮ⬤͗⬤ᘜาӷᵧ⨯ᮝᮟ߸᱿घҀ⎞ʻⳐ——⃑ʃר⋱

ʃഛㅨӷඎบȯ≟ʈŊ⦞ॖቦ◾⤵Ŋᔍણߡもջ⥓ʬሳཚⲖ

ඎบ⎞ᄎᗶ⧄᱿ଃ⥾ȯʃ⳧Ŋॎ᱿⥫⧄ଃบ⣬ഺʶᔍỚଃ⥾〦

᱿ඎบΩŊᷨ૪ဏͧʴ⸅⣬᱿⨸⦝ȯ  

⨽ॖŊໟરҚʃוଃॎ⦦Ŋᕗⰱᄎᗶ⧄ሷ઼㋤ջȮདྷ⩽ջ
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᱿РŊѢᾷⳆᆯᕗⰱᅞᘍሷ᱿᧚⏨Ŋ≟ᄎᗶ⧄᩸ሷȯᕗⰱ

ᄎᗶ⧄чߗʴʏӬ⤽⧄᱿ʃЗ⃥ȯ͛ॖᣅʴՀᕗⰱŊᶇἄ

≛૽׆ሷՒ⋱⎞ᱹଭ᱿ѝણⴈℨʠᅭŊ˫๗⎞Ꮥᯆ᱿ഐೣ

͗⠧ⲩȯҢኞŊʏ⠗᱿З⃥ൕㅱഺᔕʑ⡕དྷサӛ͗ȯቦ◾⦓ᣅŊ

ᄎᗶ⧄᱿ߡもⱧҢ૪ણ⠛᮹Ҫᓝ⊾⦓⣫ᅞᄎᗶ⧄᱿ʑൔ

߸̤Řဦヮʴᄎᗶ⧄᱿Қ₉Ŋִቍ⋱ͩൂҢⴚⱓŊⳖɺᔎ˝

₳≙ȵᅠҢ߸֒ᲰЗ᱿⤐൳⡹᱿⧄᧚⫨ȶȯ ᔌॖቦ◾⤵Ŋ

 Hans-Georg(ࡍḻ*⥔⧠⤟ʠ⣶ٴₗ᱿̳ࡣॖ͛(⃘⋸⧠⥔ߧ˺

Gadamer ᱿⠛⦝*૽ᄎᗶ⧄᱿ҙૌ⎞า∑くહ̦Ŋףሳཨく̦⤐൳Ŋ

ぁᔋҢᅧ⠗ȯ14 Ⳇˀᅞᘍ⧄Ң૪ᆯч࿚ʴଃ⥾Ŋぁ႕ʴ⣶ࡍૌ᱿ר

⋱ȯ 

ໟʬาቦ◾֢ं⦦᱿ȵ⥓घᄎᗶ⧄⦓ᣅ⤐൳᱿ἇ⿵ջŊ

Ң૪ᆯくߘʴŊ≟Հʴඎบ᱿ẼՒ)ඖ*ȯȶໟൕㅱ྆ӛŊҢ૪ᔍ

ɺ⤐㔄ʃ᩸ฑᄎᗶ⧄ሷŊ⥓घʬ̳ॖᆯ⤐ȯᔌᆯߌᣅॖ

ᔍŊໟ༇ሳ߱ཀྵᄽʑك‹ᘜาሩ૰ೊ⎞ሩՒ⋱᱿⋸⃘Ꮥ൳ȯʃ⳧Ŋ

ⰱ⧠ቦ◾֢ंŊໟଃȵᄎᗶ⧄ʝ˫͗᱿บ᱿Қඎบ₇⨲ȶʃ

ሳҪቅטӷ൸⣶ɺῃŊ˜ⰱᐪ⤐ȯ 

⥓ŊඎบʠߡもⱧⲏ˚ሱң⤟ᄍา∑᱿ᄓኞŊᔌᆯːΩଃ

⣫ᅞ᱿₇⨲⎞⫏᱿⸅⣶Խᛖʴȯぜʴቦ◾ဏ᱿ɺˀ͛ઈ )घᄲ

ҪԽʀ˫רቺˁ*Ŋໟ⎊ח  Muzaffar Alam ᱿ߊᄞᄎᗶඎบᶇἄȮ

Jennifer Pitts ଃ֓ʪʊ₊ӮいᦲדӴˁ⎊᮫ʙ∑≛ Hamdan Khodja ᱿

ᶇἄŊC. A. Bayly ଃೊ∑֓ʪʊ₊֬ಙඎบ᱿Ђӛᶇ⤍ŊPankaj 

                                                           
14  James Tully ed., Meaning and Context: Quentin Skinner and His Critics 

)Oxford:Polity Press, 1988*; Hans-Georg Gadamer, Joel Weinsheimer and 
Donald G. Marshall trans., Truth and Method )London: Continuum, 2004*. 
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Mishra ᱿ʷ֓ʊ₊ˁᙐוᔪᖁᶇἄȯᔍकŊKaruna Mantena ⸅ᅘ૽ᮙ

߸ᄮӷ૪߱ʙ∑ᄎᗶ⧄⡹Ŋ⣶ʠᣅ⧄⎞૪⮆ҥң᱿׆ԡඎบ

ȯ15 ʀⲩడ̳घᆯᅘⲖᱹ⠧Ŋሷˀଋʈᔌ߱Ⳗ⠗ȯໟߌᔍ᧚Ӳቅഩ

Ωר˫Ⳮӷቦ◾⦦᱿ඎบד˫(ᄎᗶ⧄*᱿ȵ᳠ᔌߡもջȶŘ

ȵ⧄ʠ⸅ᅘᄮㅱ˫ሩೊŊሩң⩐ㄊඖ᱿ᅞೣⳖ⠗Ŋ᳠ᔌ߸ᄮ♀

߱Қඎบἇ⿵ʑŊ≟ףᆯ߱⣫ᅞ߸֒᱿ᙀ⣲ȯȶቦ◾֢ं⎊నሱ

Ⲗሷ〦ὁं⸍ᄎᗶ⧄᱿ᶇἄŊ˫ד〦ᅠ⭪ᄽջ᱿⧄ᐉŊ⨢ᆙॎ

᱿ቅഩʏἇʑᐵȯ16 

ڱ˒)Viren Murthy*ᛖඎ᱿⥫⧄⩕ໟଃߡもඎบד——Ң⋝

೭Қඎบ——᱿҆ᆙԊᇓӷΒൔΦȯཀྵᄽ⧄わؐɺΤา

ඎ——ഺߡもⱧӷҚⱧᆯⴚⱓ᱿იଭȯڱ˒ᄞ࿙ ះሷԻ

߸≒Ⱨໟ᱿⧄ⳬŘȵҚඖᣅߡもⱧ᱿ר⋱ԡⳍʴጻ˴ȶ)⁏㋤ᣅ

ໟ⎊Խ*ȯڱ˒┮՚ʴқ̤ሱᅽ᱿ҚඎบŊ㓺ጁᦲ⎞㈸

҇ඎ᱿ൢŊͩᔍဏ⩀ⳬŊ⫏ʙ∑ȵר˫ໞᣅ⬢⬤ջ₎ʙ∑Ŋ〫

                                                           
15  Muzaffar Alam, The Languages of Political Islam, 1200-1800 )Delhi: Permanent 

Black, 2004*; Jennifer Pitts, “Liberalism and Empire in a Nineteenth-Century 
Algerian Mirror”, Modern Intellectual History, 6 )2009*, pp.287-313; C. A. 
Bayly, Recovering Liberties: Indian Thought in the Age of Liberalism and Empire 
)Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011*; Pankaj Mishra, From the Ruins 
of Empire: The Revolt Against the West and the Remaking of Asia )London: an 
imprint of Penguin Books, 2012*; Karuna Mantena, “Another Realism: The 
Politics of Gandhian Nonviolence”, American Political Science Review, 106 
)2012*, pp.455-70; Mantena, Gandhi’s Realism: Means and Ends in Politics 
)Cambridge, Mass., forthcoming*. 

16  Leigh K. Jenco, Making the Political: Founding and Action in the Political 
Theory of Zhang Shizhao )Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010*; 
Jenco, “Recentering Political Theory: The Promise of Mobile Locality”, Cultural 
Critique, 79 )2011*, pp.27-59; Jenco, “How Meaning Moves: Tan Sitong on 
Borrowing across Cultures”, Philosophy East and West, 62 )2012*, pp.92-113. 
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ⳇദҚ᱿ߡもඎบʠከᐉȯȶ 

ڱ˒ᄞ࿙ʴ⤟ӷŊ˫⫏ʙ∑̳ᣅඎบ᱿ከᐉŊ՛ൕ⳼Ⳣɺ

ˀʃដȯ⫏ʙ∑ʃᆯջ₎⧄ܜŝザⳬʃʬᤀרⴍ҉᱿૽൳༸

߱⫨ʠʁܜŝザⳬڱ˒θ⩀᱿חലʃᆯ؋હʴ⠗Ւ≛⎞)ː᱿*

⎊ʙඖܜŝⳆˀוଃา⣲Ң૪≸᥊⋱⦀ȯ≟˚ʙ⣬᱿ඎบᶇἄ⩀

Ễʠ˫⡕θŊⵣߌᣅΩဏӛ⎞⦲⫨Ӡኔ᱿ᅞᘍᤋʃ᱿

ᅞೣř߱ᔍŊໟ⋱Ἴ֯บӷ᱿ᆯࡣₗᅽ҅θೊ∑᱿ㅉ̑ᅞᘍ⧄Ŋ

ʏჇ˫ଃט㈸҇ඎ⎞Lewis Namier ഛㅨ᱿ણᶇἄဏӛ᱿ᦩ⩀ȯ17 ʀ

ⲩⳆˀᦩ⩀⧄㔄ᅽⳖघᆹŊڱ˒ᄞ࿙߱ະ⥿ר˫ᕗⰱⱀ㌂߸

Ⳮせȯ˶̬ඎบ᱿⭪ߡᅭⱧŊᤀ⧄ᆯߡもҚᯗŊⵣൕᤋവ

ᆹະ⥿ॖᔍȯሱⲖሷ̤˩ᆹᘜาҚ⎞߱߸⋸⃘ř⎏ଇ߱⚠

ൔ₳ۧᄽ᱿ᶇἄ≛ဏӛȵҚᏕ൳ȶ)global concept history*ɺⲆȯ

˟˫㈸҇ඎʙ∑ଃ⫏ʙ∑᱿Ӡኔ༆ᘍŊ⚠֓ʪ⎞ʷ֓ʊ₊᱿⭪߸

֒⳥Ւ⎞⤐൳᱿↧טȯ18 Ⲗ͗Ŋߡもඎบ⎞ҚඎบᅽໞԼ߸

૽㓺ጁᦲ⎞㈸҇ඎᯍ̳ᶇἄʙ㆛ȯ19ڱ˒ଃ㓺ጁᦲ̬˫ᆯ̤Қ

ሷ ᵬȮۓᱹ᱿⦦ᆙŊ≟˟ଃ⫏ʙ∑⎞ඎบʑ᱿ջ⩽

ϝ᱿ဎⲩŊଃᔍɺᅘ⎟ᶇἄ૯̳⪯᪇⏦घȯ 

ڱ˒ᄞ࿙ờ⫏ʙ∑ᣅȵໟΩᆹ˩᱿ᐉՒ⋱ȶȯᔍ⦦⦞ᆯȯ

                                                           
17  Mark Goldie, “The Context of The Foundations”, in Annabel Brett and James 

Tully, eds., Rethinking the Foundations of Modern Political Thought 
)Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2006*, pp.3-19. 

18  Andrew Sartori, Bengal in Global Concept History: Culturalism in the Age of 
Capital )Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2008*. 

19  For example, Susan Buck-Morss, Hegel, Haiti, and Universal History 
)Pittsburgh:University of Pittsburgh Press, 2009*; Kevin B. Anderson, Marx at 
the Margins: On Nationalism, Ethnicity, and Non-Western Societies )Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 2010*. 
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̟ໟ㋤ҙ̤ᅽቅ˩ִบⲲۊŊᔍ⚠⧨ȵໟΩᆹ˩ȶἄὀר

˫ʀᝒ⎏̬ᆹŝᔌॖʊ᮹㋤₇⧄˫דҢ˟⧄⦦ŊҚջ᱿

ᔕר˫᳖ໞᆯŊ⳧ʽᱻ౺͗ʊ᮹׳ⵒ˷——ȵʑൔȶ⎞ȵⴗ

つȶ——ⳀិᄮⳖ⫏ʙ∑ʊ᮹㋤₇᱿ᄑʶȯ̟ᔍɺ⳧Ễᯍិ

Ⳗř߱֓ʪʊ₊ʠԊŊᔍ⳧ỄᮚザờവʀᆯҚඖ᱿ᄮȯ߱ᔍา∑

ʁŊ㈸҇ඎҢ૪ᆯ˫⬢ᔕ᱿ᅞೣŊ૽ᯍᆹଃᅘӛ᱿⩽Խ˫ɺ⎷

ջȯ20 ᔍकŊ؟ː⎊רⲲۊሩञ᱿ۊ㆛ŘҚջἄὀᆯר؋˫ᾀᅠ

⫏ʙ∑ŝໟΩר˫ⲲᝒҚջʀ⎏̬ᆹŝ21 ॖኞໟΩטڱ˒ᄞ

࿙᱿⩀Ŋ૽⫏ʙ∑⣶ᣅҚඖ)globality*ʠԊဏŊ≟⣶Қඖᣅ

ʠ⋍ᇓŊໟΩ⥓ሳ⮳ɺỚㆺるŊଔᆯ߱ἇ⿵Ꮞञ᱿ᶇἄもඎบߡ

⭰ലʀठ⳧ࣱⅧʴᆹ⿵ȯⅶʠŊॖኞ߱ヅȮᢜⰇȮ╯ᗋ⏀ᆹ˩ʠ

ԊŊ⫏ʙ∑ʃ⥿⡕⣶ᣅҚඖ᱿Ⴝ̳ŊⳆᆯ؋ଔาػ┮ໞ౺㈸҇ඎ

᱿֓ʪʊ₊ʑ┤ʠԊŊඎบ᱿ߡもⱧⵣʃᾷᮢŝѢᾷሷᔍɺᯝ

ଃᅠ˫Қᳵ҆ᄞ࿙᱿⤐ૣ Řȵⴕ͗Ŋඎบ˒ڱŊໟᣊえഺۊ

ඎ≙߸ᅞōἇ⿵⎞ᆹ⿵ɺʶŊሷߔザŊଔᆯଋቍඎ≙⳧ȯȶໟʬ

⥿ʬԊⳖŊඎบも〦⧄ቄᔍᅞߡา˟⦦Ŋኽˀ

                                                           
20  ሷ〦⣶㈸҇ඎᣅҚջ⧄ʠ⤐㔄Ŋ⦼א〇Gareth Stedman Jones ሰȳҠ

ᮟ㔋ઽ⤵ȴ૯᱿ȱ⧄Ȳȯ⣲ŘGareth Stedman Jones’ introduction to his 
edition of The Communist Manifesto: Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, Gareth 
Stedman Jones ed., The Communist Manifesto )1848*)Harmondsworth: Penguin, 
2002*. 

21  A. G. Hopkins, “Introduction: Globalization—An Agenda for Historians”, and C. 
A. Bayly, “‘Archaic’ and ‘Modern’ Globalization in the Eurasian and African 
Arena, c. 1750-1850”, in Hopkins, ed., Globalization in World History )London: 
Norton, 2002*, pp.1-10, 47-73; Joyce E. Chaplin, Round About the Earth: 
Circumnavigation from Magellan to Orbit )New York: Simon and Schuster, 
2012*; David Armitage, “Is There a Pre-History of Globalisation?”, in Armitage, 
Foundations of Modern International Thought,pp. 33-45. 
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⦦ʜͩ⫯ҚඖɺῃŊໟΤːଋቍ⡕もඎบߡⳖ⠗ȯ22 〦ᅠ⥶ݏ

ሺřᤀ⧄ᔍҚඖ྆ᣅ⫨Ꮥ൳ȯ̟〇⩊ڱ˒ᄞ࿙⥫⧄ʠ

രŊໟሩԽΒŊඎบ᱿ҚⱧᔌೣໞᣅ؟ːㅽࡍʑ᱿〦⼫Ւ

 ȯ23

*    *    * 

ૌໟሱരⱧӷચひं֢ࡣ᱿⥫⧄Ŋ˫͵߱ታᄽʠԊҪᓝ〪ᆙ

ໟ᱿⧄㔄ȯચ֢ं᱿⥫⧄ؐሷ⥓घଃཀྵᄽาߧ⎞づⲩ᱿⦡⤟řҢ⸇ʠ

घ͐വໟ߱〇⩊Ң⥫⧄ᆹআ໊ᯝŊᆯ؋߱ཀྵᄽʑ૽⎊న᱿Ἴ⠧

ⳭᛤᎸȯચ֢ंオᤋר⋱ʃᵧⳬໟሯ૯⳧ɺҚඎบ᱿૾ሬŊʏ

 ȯ24᱿૾ሬŊ˟ִᅜໟʏ᳠᱿บθ⩀Қࡍㅽɺנ⳧ℶ

˟⦓ᣅໟሷȵߡも᱿᩸᧚ٴᦽȶ)Ⳇר⋱ᆯʶ૪*ŊⳖ≟ᛵໟ᱿Ჿ

᱿߱ᅠȵᣅᯬⰖ᱿क˅ᘜҘᅘҀᖎ᱿≟ՁԻȶ)Ⳇㆴᤋሷ⦡*ȯ 

ᆯ؋ཀྵᄽʑሷ˶̬ⵒӠŊໟᯃᮝ᱿ሬ૯ʑሷ˶̬ɺ㔄Ŋר˫⡕

⤟⩊ໞʀⲩⳆㅮᲿᐻŊໟ⎊న᳠ᆯ⑤ᤋʃᵧȯໟ˫ᣅཀྵᄽᛤᎸ⠧

ⳭŊໟ᱿ʙ⣬ሬ૯⯿Ӡଔᆯɺ̤ඎบȯᯃὀŊཀྵᄽ᱿ᐻ㆛ᆯȵඎ

บʠߡもⱧȶ≟ȵߡもʠඎบⱧȶ)オᤋᔍɺᶇἄല⭰ʃฑ

                                                           
22  Most notably, Jens Bartelson, Visions of World Community )Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press, 2009*. 
23  ⦼ᕗⰱMoyn and Sartori ℶⱓʠ૾ሬʑ᱿ᄽὁȯMoyn and Sartori, eds., 

Global Intellectual History. 
24  David Armitage, The Declaration of Independence: A Global History 

)Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 2007*; Armitage and Sanjay 
Subrahmanyam, eds., The Age of Revolutions in Global Context, c. 1760-1840 
)Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2010*. See also Jaap Jacobs and Martine van 
Ittersum, “Are We All Global Historians Now? An Interview with David 
Armitage”, Itinerario, 36 )2012*, pp.7-28. 
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ȯໟ˅⠗Ŋᮚ⎏ᔍҢᆹᵦ*ȯ25 ໟ߱ʃᆯŊʬഺቍᆯɺ̤कר

ഺቍาᅠȵↈℶ׳Ớ↙ⅰŊ͐ߡも〦ㅽࡍ⸅ᅘໞᣅɺ╺

ઈȶŊᤀ⧄Ⳇן⥾᳠ᔌา྆ᣅ̬ȯໟ᱿าߧബ ܈Ŋଔᆯ㔧զඎบ

⋱ഺⲖ౺ણᶇἄ᱿ߡもջ⩽⡹Ŋᗄח・Ŋ˫ӴघᅞიଭҢᶇ

ἄല⭰ȯҢ˟⥫⧄≛ࠀㅼ⋱ဝໟ᱿าߧŊߌᔍໟᷨΒŊચ֢ंଃໟ

᱿⦡⤟ʏʃરҚӛ⎊ໟː᱿ᯛदȯ  

ચ֢ंΒણ⠛ӠడᚈᛶӠᆙŊʈ₉ۊ㆛ʃघř˟ʏΒ⥓घ

ᔕۊ㆛ⵣ⡕⤟ᗉŊߌᔍᤀㅱҪघᶇȯໟ̟ㆤ⎊న⋱ሷચ֢ंⳆ

⎷᱿Βൔȯॖኞʷ֓ɺʊ₊ʠԊ᳠ሷ⤽⧄ߡもӼಙ᱿ඎบٴ̳Ŋ

ໟሳ㊻݂ʏㆤาР⊝ȯᯍᤋŊߡもᑨᐉ̳ᣅᔕᶇἄଃ⩽᮫͗ʝȯ

̟ଔໟᵧŊɺ᳅ӷሱⲖ༇ሷඎบŊະᮢඎบᅞᘍ᱿ߡも

 もඎบॖNorman AngellߡଃᔍⳖ⠗ᶇἄȯ26 ચ֢ंઽờⳬŊ

⎞ Hannah ArendtŊɺ⭰ӷ Leonard Woolf ⎞ Alfred Zimmern ⵣờവʀ

ᆯߡも〦ᑨᐉ⡹᱿ȵᐻሧᲿȶ——ҪᓝŊໟബบᵧⳬᆯˀᑨ

ᐉȯ˟בઽờŊʀⲩⳆˀː᱿ȵඎบЗ⥆ⵣӷ̤ʴȶřᇯḻ؟ː

ଃҢᶇἄרᔋȯॖኞᔍ⦦ᣅ᳠Ŋˀⲏ˚ᩖԻഺര˩᱿Жʑ

ՁԻ⸅ᅘᱹȮ⸅Ⳇˀː᱿ߡもඎบ᱿ɺ༥ણ≛Ŋະ⥿ᆯⴒᗞᄇӷ

)ચ֢ं*Ⳇᚉȯॖኞચ֢ं᳠᱿⦓ᣅŊଃȵẼᖁȮサᄣḽ∌Ȯᙟ⠗

᯼༼˫〦ᘜȶףᚉȵଃ ܈߸⡶Ј⎊ໟȶߡᅭଔר˫ʴŊ˟
                                                           
25  Duncan Snidal and Alexander Wendt, “Why There is International Theory Now”, 

International Theory, 1 )2009*, 1-14; Thomas W. Zeiler, “The Diplomatic 
History Bandwagon: A State of the Field”, Journal of American History, 95 
)2009*, pp.1053-73. 

26  ぜʴཀྵᄽ೧ʠᄽὁŊˇאר≙Mark Mazower, Governing the World: The 
History of an Idea )London: Penguin,2012*, and the recently launched United 
Nations History Project website: http://unhistoryproject.org/index.html)חവᅺ

ቅŘ2013౺3ሶᅺ* 
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ଃણ⠗Ω᱿༇⋱໊ཉ᱿Βൔㆴᤋ⬢⳧ᅠໟȯ̟ㆤߡᅭᔕ᱿

ߡ⭪ྈൔ⡹⦓હᔍỚ˫רⵣᅭߡもջᆯॖᔍ ᆞŊ㓯ሷ᱿ߡ

⩽͗ሬ૯ȯബⴈວŊ⎏ଇⲏ˚ᣅᔋŊᗼॖᔍȯ 

ચ֢ंᆹ༥⥫ໟⳬŊໟɺᅞㄇߌ┮ⱀ᳖ߡᅭ≟ȵⅧଅȶʴᓿ

ᙐŊנɺᅞㄇۓ૽ב╗⳥ՒԽ˫߸ᅞջȮ⫨ջʴȯໟ⑤ᤋʃᵧચ֢

ं᱿྆྆ᣅ̬Ŋʃ⳧ໟΪᆯᷨહŊⳆˀ྆ʜἼ߱ɺⳐʕʃ

᱿ʠʀŊ߱ໟ⧄ᄽʑᤀᘍ༪ӷࡣḞȯໟᤀᘍᆙᱺŊ̬˫ȵᛧᚉ

ȷߡᅭȸଔᆯᛧᚉᓿᙐȶȯҢ૪Ŋଃߡᅭ̳ᣅᔕ᱿ڱɺ̤܈ཉ໊ྃ

ᯝ๗ಙ≛Ŋ߱ᓿᙐࣀकʬ߱घሷȯᔌॖચ֢ं⎊నʬဏӷ᱿ተ⬀म

ȳഺߡᅭʑཱᄗᔕȴᔌרᣅᆙ⨢ȯ27 ໟʬഺቍ⦓ᣅۓ╗⳥Ւʜȵ߱

ᆹ⿵⎞ἇ⿵ʑר˫くહ᱿܈తᵲȶȯҪᓝŊໟ૪᳖߱ʃӛཀྵᄽ̬˫

⋱⡕⩊ໞໟॖᔍΒȯໟݏ⤵Řȵ∳˫ἇ⿵ඎ≙᱿ඎบ߱ߊᾊ

ȷ̬⧨ۓ╗ŝȸᆹŊະ⥿আⲲۊȷ̬⚠ۓ╗ŝȸȶໟʠ⤵Ŋʃ⳧

ᆯഺᅘⲖᶇἄ⤐൳ʠᙟⳇȮඎบӼಙʠ߸ӠలȮۓ╗ඎบʠ⭪ߡ

ᅭŊᮚ⎏Қ᱿⤯ᮟᮝ᱿⩴ᄽ᪇Խ˫ၪⲩ≟)ໟ༫⦓ᯍ 

⣬*ȯཬḽ∌〦Ӡኔ⎞⣶⤌⫏ᅆᾀᾀʠᄲ̤ջʠ⫛Ŋʀⲩ̳ٴሩ⣲ໞ

Ŋ͛ॖ֦߱ҙࡣञણ⡹⇦᱿ȳᘍ⚄⣫ᅗࡢዾ᱿Ҟ₤ḽሳȷ⤯

べȸȴ)Six Degrees of Francis Bacon*⫏ᅆŊ߱㓮డણず᱿ȳᲁ

ણず᱿ᕗⰱȴ)Royal Society Comparative Trajectories*߱ʘ̲ञણ᱿

ȳᄽːҠُߡȴ)The Republic of Letters*Ȯ߱ᧅᙄञણ᱿ȳᵧ⨯ᄽջȴ

)Cultures of Knowledge*Ŋ˫⒎ד⚄घ⚠ᶇἄᑨᐉҠ⇦᱿ȳᵧ⨯ᙟ

Зȴ)The Circulation of Knowledge*ᾀ⤺ᯉȯ28  

                                                           
27  Prasenjit Duara, Rescuing History from the Nation: Questioning Narratives of 

Modern China )Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1995*. 
28  http://sixdegreesoffrancisbacon.com/; http://dataminding.org/Network8/index. 
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ᔍɺᅘ⎟ણ⠛くߘȵ⫨ջȶۓ╗⳥ՒŊ≟ᆯ⦲ۓ╗᱿

ẼՒඖ⎞घᑂඖŊדҢ߱ᓿᙐҙक᱿ೖଭඖȯ29 ˶̬ː〇⩊ᔍㆩણ⠛

┮̳രŊⵣר˫⦼ચ֢ंᄍൔŊΩʏ߱ȵ߱ߡᅭʠʀ⩲Ἴሩʀଶ

᱿̤܈ŊʏԽ˫૪㋤ջȶŊ≟ᆯӴᮢᕗⰱ⎞Ⳑ᱿ᅞᘍŊဦヮۓ╗⤐

൳߱Ң⿵ᙟЗ⎞૪⮆᱿׳ೣ׳ᑂ᱿ḽ∌Ŋծߡᅭ᱿Ŋᓝߡᅭ᱿Ŋ⎞

˟᱿⧄řʀŊໟえُɺ̤ᯍ˩Қᅭ᱿ḽ∌ȯ߱ᔍɺㄇߡ⬢

⦦ŊᔌᆯߌᣅȵҚᙟⱧȮ≒⨿Ȯ⭪ߡᅭ᱿̳ᮝᮟŊ͐വۓ╗⳥Ւ

ໞᣅʴ⎊⯿ઽờ᱿ᇒ⳦⎞ᇒʊ⩽ȯȶ30 

ἄҢ૪Ŋ߱ચ֢ं૯ʁȵᄽ♊ു⎟[⎞]ۓ╗⳥Ւ₪͗⎞ᇒʊ᱿Ⱨ

ᣅⳆ㓯⦦Ŋߌtropes*ȶᆹŊ˟⎊నᔌᨃʴ૪㋤ջ⎞⫨⧄᱿⼂⦡ȯ(܍

̙॑Ⳇˀ⢒グ≟ҙⵒ⎊એᦩ⩀᱿З⃥ᗞሷ⋸⃘Ŋִሷ⃥ɺ᱿ҙૌȯચ

֢ं߱⥫⧄᱿ര֚ᕀະᮢʀⲩⳆˀ઼㋤ջ᱿⤐㔄Ӡኔʽ߈⳥Ւ——߱

Ւ⎞ሩೊᘒ᱿ɺʪɺ⳥߈ᅭ⳥Ւȯ˟૽ʽߡᅭⱧ⩐᱿ᆹ⿵ʁ᱿₇Ӭߡ

ʪ౺᱿ȵఢᙜȶȵᙜȶᏎջɺ⬚૭⣶Ŋִᗞሷဏͧ˶̬[⤟⸃]ᑁೣ

)ុ*                                                           
html#;https://republicofletters.stanford.edu/;http://cofk.history.ox.ac.uk/; 
http://ckcc.huygens.knaw.nl/)חവᅺቅŘ2013౺3ሶᅺ* 

29  ぜʴཀྵᄽ೧ʠ̳ٴŊˇ⦼א≙ʁӬ̳ٴȯJohn Robertson, The Case for 
the Enlightenment: Scotland and Naples 1680-1760 )Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2005*; Charles W. J. Withers and Robert Mayhew, 
“Geography: Space, Place and Intellectual History in the Eighteenth Century”, 
Journal for Eighteenth Century Studies, 34 )2011*, pp. 445-52; Mayhew, 
“Geography as the Eye of Enlightenment Historiography”, Modern Intellectual 
History, 7 )2010*, pp. 611-27; Sebastian Conrad, “Enlightenment in Global 
History: A Historiographical Critique”, American Historical Review, 117 )2012*, 
pp.999–1027; Caroline Winterer, “Where is America in the Republic of Letters?”, 
Modern Intellectual History, 9 )2012*, 597-623; Anthony Pagden, The 
Enlightenment-And Why it Still Matters )Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2013*. 

30  Sebastian Conrad, “Enlightenment in Global History”, p.1027. 
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˫͵૽ോߡȮ∑ञӴȮͺߡȮᅺȮʑߡȮ⇾ߡ᱿ʶ˴ʕ⊓⬚͗ȯἄ

ὀ˟ᆯ⣬ဏӛߌኞ〦خŊⴒᆯᕗⰱጉከŝ༸⦓ᣅⳆˀʶ˴ףᆯɺ

ϵᤋŝ  

ચ֢ंʏቍ)ॖڱ˒ᄞ࿙ɺ⎷*ب⥔ໟΩॖ̬ߊᾊⳆˀۊ㆛Ŋִ

ȵ⤐൳ᆯۊ⥿ଃཀྵᄽ⧄㔄Ŋ⦓ᣅໟΩʃו˟ໟΩʃ⣬㓯ϝȯ⥔بף

ॖ̬⡕ᮝᮟȮॖ̬ᅧ⠗Ȯ⦨߱⺨ڰΩŊ⦨߱ᚉ⫄ΩȶȯଃᅠⳆ

⡕ᯝᣅȵ⫨ʙ∑ȶ᱿ᅞᘍ⧄Ŋ˟ڱɺ᱿ଃἼဏ⩀ᆯ˟⧨᱿ȵ⥼⸃

ણȶೣ⚠ᅞೣȯଔໟ⋱⤟Ŋᔍ⚠ȵ⥼⸃ણȶา྆ʃᷨ߸⥔⧠

⳰᱿ȵᄽ♊ു⎟ȶ⎞ȵۓ╗⳥ՒȶҤʠ೧ȯϊവ౽᱿ᆯŊໟ

Ωଋሷሩۓᱹ≟༈૪᱿ʽ߈⳥ՒᶇἄřΩ⳺ᯍ߸ଃᔕ〦⊓ඖ༼

˫ᘜาŊ͐വɺʪɺʪໞᣅ⭪ߡᅭŊᮚ⎏Қ˅ဘ᱿〦⼫ᆹԀȯ31 ᔍ

ㆩ̳ٴオघ֚ӛ⎊᥊ඎบ᱿ߡもʠ༆Ŋ≟ߡחもⱧ

᱿ඎบʠᣅŊΩᣅඎบ᱿ҚջⳆɺሩલ⤐᱿⦩㆛ဏͧʴ

ሩ̈́᱿྆೧ȯᆯᄑŊΩʬᑂߊະʴڱ˒ᄞ࿙᱿⸅⣬ဏۊŘȵᣅ

̬ሷˀ⤐൳ȶŊॖㄊلȮߡᅭʙ∑Ȯ⎊ᗉᾀᾀŊȵሳ߱᧚હᆹ⿵⡹᧚

ӲૌᆞໞᣅҚඖ᱿⤐൳ŝȶ32 

*     *     * 

ଃᅠሷᱹ⠧ːӿඖ᱿⥫⧄⎞༥⥫Ŋໟ᮫⠳⨀ȯ˟Ω

ՀໟŊ߱ㄇଃߡもⱧ⃛ඎบȮߡᅭȮᄎᗶ⧄᱿ྏ
                                                           
31  Erez Manela, The Wilsonian Moment: Self-Determination and the International 

Origins of Anticolonial Nationalism )Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007*; 
Cemil Aydin, The Politics of Anti-Westernism in Asia: Visions of World Order in 
Pan-Islamic and Pan-Asian Thought )New York : Columbia University Press, 
2007*; Mishra, The Ruins of Empire, pp.184-215. 

32  Compare Cemil Aydin, “Globalizing the Intellectual History of the Idea of the 
‘Muslim World’”, in Moyn and Sartori, eds., Global Intellectual History, pp.159-
86. 
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ᆹŊ⋱ඎ≙വሩೊřໟశቃʬ⋱ሩ₳ⅅشೖˀȯ˟Ω⨸ᄖ᱿⤵Ŋᆯ

ཀྵᄽദԊⴏⳖ᱿ᐻ⥆ȯཀྵᄽ᱿૯̳ഺໟΤː᱿ጻ˴Ἴӛᱹřծ

ോờʠᣅȵ߸ʑᙹȶඎบŊʬଔᓿᙐ⎞⇾ᙐ᱿ᔕˇˇ オᤋໟʬ

᱿ᷨ⥶┮˅˩Ң߸ㅽࡍ⡹᱿ᅘⲖ)ણ*ᱹଭȯᔍ⚠ףဏӛɺΤᏕ

⤐Ŋ⎞ᓿᙐඎบ᱿ߡもⱧ᱿าᚠ᳅〦Ŋ̟ㆴ≟ᆞ⣲߸Ŋ
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33  ᔍᄽሱᅽᱹ⠧ᅠ2010౺᱿ɺడ̳ࠂˇˇ ȱᣅʷ֓ɺʊ₊⸅ᅘඎ≙˩ᓿ

ᙐඎบȲȯҢו⭡サᯍ౺ LaCapra ⎞ Kaplan ℶʠȳ˩ᓿᙐඎบ

 ȴሷɿ֓౺ʠʝȯDominick LaCapra and Steven L. Kaplan, eds., Modern
European Intellectual History: Reappraisals and New Perspectives )Ithaca, NY: 
Cornell University Press, 1982*. 
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Advances in historical scholarship may be made variously by 

innovation, by renovation or by realignment. Outright innovation may be 

the rarest of the three, but the revival of historical problems or the 

reorganisation of historical fields accounts for most of the energy that keeps 

the discipline moving forwards. In some areas, it can be appropriate to 

speak of the return of a historical approach: the “return of universal history” 

or “the return of the longue durée”, for example.1 In others, and generally 
most frequently, it is usual to speak of historical “turns”: the linguistic turn, 

the cultural turn, the imperial turn and the spatial turn, for instance.2 In a 
recent forum on “Historiographic ‘Turns’ in Critical Perspective”, one 

younger historian suggested two ways in which such movements might 

productively open up dialogue rather than close it down. First, he argued, 

“we need to employ the language of turns prospectively, to describe and 

debate change that is ongoing or just beginning” and, second, that “turning 

has to be framed within a non-supersessionist account of generational 

change: as a process of reinvention and reformulation of what came before, 

not a wholesale replacement of it”.3 It was very much in the spirit of these 
recommendations—forward-looking and constructive, respectful of 

alternative approaches but also building on existing achievements—that I 
                                                           
1  David Christian, “The Return of Universal History”, History and Theory, 49 

)2010*, 6-27; David Armitage and Jo Guldi, “The Return of the Longue Durée”, 
Global History Review )Beijing*, 5 )2013*. 

2  Judith Surkis, Gary Wilder, James W. Cook, Durba Ghosh, Julia Adeney Thomas 
and Nathan Perl-Rosenthal, “AHR Forum: Historiographic ‘Turns’ in Critical 
Perspective”, American Historical Review, 117 )2012*, 698-813. 

3  Nathan Perl-Rosenthal, “Comment: Generational Turns”, American Historical 
Review, 117 )2012*, 813. 
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wrote about the international turn in intellectual history. By taking such a 

turn, I argued, intellectual history might simultaneously innovate and 

renovate by realigning itself with other fields of inquiry, both historical and 

non-historical. 

To reach these conclusions, “The International Turn in Intellectual 

History” swiftly surveyed the past, present and future of both international 

history and intellectual history in tandem. These two sub-fields of historical 

writing, I noted, have been through periods of mutual attraction and 

repulsion across the course of the last century but they now seem to enjoy 

increasingly fertile relations. I suggested that these emerging scholarly 

trends fulfilled a prediction I had made almost a decade ago-that there 

would be a revival of earlier conversations between diverse scholars in 

history, political theory, International Relations and international law.4 And 
I argued that there was still much work to be done on what I have called 

elsewhere “the intellectual history of the international and an 

internationalised intellectual history”: that is, on the history of intellectual 

reflection on the international realm on the one hand, and on intellectual 

history seen in its international contexts on the other.5 I am delighted that 
the distinguished contributors to this roundtable have touched on both of 

these strands in their penetrating remarks. I am even more pleased that they 

mostly took my essay in the spirit in which it was meant. It is to their 

generous and challenging comments that I now turn. 

                                                           
4  David Armitage, “The Fifty Years’ Rift: Intellectual History and International 

Relations”, Modern Intellectual History, 1 )2004*, 108-09. 
5  Armitage, Foundations of Modern International Thought, 7. 
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*     *     * 

Peter K. Bol boldly asserts, “We are all international now”.6 Professor 
Bol is my esteemed Harvard colleague, and I regularly teach a globe-

spanning, time-travelling graduate seminar on methods in intellectual 

history with him. As he so often does when we teach together, Professor 

Bol shows himself to be acutely aware of the challenges as well as the 

opportunities attending any expansion of horizons in space, time or research 

methods. His opening example of the unsolicited gift of a recent volume of 

International Research on Confucian Learning nicely illustrates this. The 

authors in this collection, he writes, “have adopted a framework that comes 

from outside the [Confucian] tradition they are writing about” and which is 

international only in the sense that it is external to Confucianism itself. This 

signifies to Professor Bol not cosmopolitanism, but instead a kind of 

derivative discourse: an attempt to adopt standards and protocols from 

outside one’s own tradition in hopes of currying favour with those who 

have more power, more prestige or greater cultural capital. But, as 

Professor Bol also notes, this effort also indicates that “intellectual life in 

the world today is inevitably international”, in the sense that ambitious 

intellectuals must now direct their arguments to potentially global 

audiences as well as to their compatriots or fellow language-speakers, just 

as philosophers might once have addressed posterity along with their own 
                                                           
6  Echoing the British Liberal politician Sir William Harcourt in 1889 )“We are all 

Socialists now”* and possibly also myself, echoing Harcourt, in 2002 )“We are 
all Atlanticists now”*: David Armitage, “Three Concepts of Atlantic History”, in 
Armitage and Michael J. Braddick, eds., The British Atlantic World, 1500-1800 
)Basingstoke, 2002*, 11. 
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contemporaries. 

Intellectual life today may be increasingly international but I am not 

certain that it is “inevitably international”. In the epigraph to my essay, I 

quoted the sobering words of the French cultural sociologist Pierre 

Bourdieu, “It is often believed that intellectual life is spontaneously 

international. Nothing could be further from the truth.”7 Bourdieu argued 
that every text travels through a series of “gate-keepers”—the translators, 

editors and publishers who package, rearrange and circulate ideas in the 

material forms of books and journals. )We might also now add those who 

transmit them in their immaterial forms across the world, by way of the 

Internet.* When texts move—or when they are moved—out of their 

original contexts, they acquire new meanings; they also create unanticipated 

effects as they break loose from the intentions of their creators. This 

certainly seems true of the examples Professor Bol cites in his remarks, of 

the journal International Research on Confucian Learning and of Jiang 

Qing’s Confucian Constitutional Order, for example, works that take on 

very different meanings-when sent to academics in the United States or 

published in English-than they might possess in their original settings.8 
Only by being alert to the material processes of the distribution and 

                                                           
7  “On croit souvent que la vie intellectuelle est spontanément internationale. Rien 

n’est plus faux”: Pierre Bourdieu, “Les conditions sociales de la circulation 
internationale des idées”, Romanistische Zeitschrift für Literaturgeschichte/Cahiers 
d’Histoire des Littératures Romanes, 14 )1990*, 2 )my translation*. 

8  Jiang Qing, A Confucian Constitutional Order: How China’s Ancient Past Can 
Shape its Political Future, ed. Daniel A. Bell and Ruiping Fan, trans. Edmund 
Ryden )Princeton, NJ:Princeton University Press, 2012*. 
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reception of arguments can we begin to understand how intellectual life 

becomes international at all. 

The internationalisation of intellectual life can take place over time as 

well as across space, as Professor Bol notes at the end of his remarks. 

Traditions endure but they also travel. As they travel, they mingle and 

converse with other traditions. Ideas and arguments can link communities 

together over thousands of years and over thousands of miles 

simultaneously. I have argued elsewhere for an approach to intellectual 

history which is transtemporal as well as transnational, tracking the history 

to be found “in ideas” as a methodological advance on the “history of 

ideas” associated with Arthur O. Lovejoy and his followers.9 The biggest 
difference, it seems to me, between transtemporal and the transnational 

intellectual history is suggested by the very last line of Professor Bol’s 

response, where he notes that Chinese intellectual traditions might be 

brought into “a conversation that can be international without being 

unidirectional”. International discourse, on a global scale, is by definition 

multidirectional, if not always without frictions or inequalities. By contrast, 

our encounter with the past takes place on a one-way street: it is 

transtemporal but it must be unidirectional because it is only in the present 

that we are able to reconstruct the past. We also cannot make the past 

international when it was not so—when it was national or imperial in 

orientation, for example. The alternatives to internationalism, and the 

resistance to it, thereby become subjects for intellectual history because, 
                                                           
9  David Armitage, “What’s the Big Idea? Intellectual History and the Longue 

Durée”, History of European Ideas, 38 )2012*, 493-507. 
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“for every concept that does globalize, others do not do so”.10 
It is in this regard that Ge Zhaoguang’s remarks on the implications of 

the “international turn” for East Asian intellectual history are so 

illuminating. His main concern is that the new promise of international 

approaches to intellectual history should not ignore or supersede “national” 

approaches. Professor Ge asks, “Can the ‘international turn’ and ‘national 

perspectives’ co-exist mutually beneficially?” He answers in the 

affirmative, for two main reasons. One is quite familiar to Euro-American 

intellectual historians: that historians must always attend to context. The 

other is less obvious to such historians who, as Professor Ge notes, “have 

no personal experiences in great political coercion or suppression”. For 

those of us fortunate enough to have lived and worked in liberal 

democracies with long-established guarantees of intellectual freedom and 

academic autonomy, it is important to be reminded that the power of the 

state )guojia* is much more invasive and present in other societies. In those 

cases, to concentrate on the state may be not only unavoidable: it is 

ethically indispensable.  

I certainly feel the force of Professor Ge’s argument and also agree 

with him that it would be a mistake to confuse “national intellectual 

history” with the broader methodological nationalism that has structured 

much work in history and allied social sciences in the past century or more. 

Indeed, I raised the spectre of methodological nationalism in my original 

                                                           
10  Samuel Moyn, “On the Non-Globalization of Ideas”, in Samuel Moyn and 

Andrew Sartori, eds., Global Intellectual History )New York: Columbia 
University Press, 2013*, 201. 
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essay only to show how intellectual history had largely avoided its 

shortcomings for most of its history as a field. However, I would still want 

to press further the logic of my own argument about the benefits of an 

international turn in light of Professor Ge’s remarks: by stressing different 

conceptions of context, by questioning the implied unity of “nation” and 

“state”, and by querying the presumed continuity of nationhood itself.  

As a former student of Quentin Skinner, and now also as the co-editor 

of the monograph series he founded under the title “Ideas in Context”,11 I 
could hardly disagree with Professor Ge’s endorsement of Skinner’s 

“argument that ideas must be viewed in contexts”. However, I would 

caution against assuming—as Professor Ge seems to do—that we should 

only identify contexts with “the political culture of the time” )my 

emphasis* or that they should be construed only, or even primarily, as 

“linguistic contexts”. Both of these forms of context are, of course, 

crucially important to answer a wide variety of questions in intellectual 

history and to frame essential research topics. However, they are not 

exhaustive.  

As well as political contexts, there are cultural, religious, institutional, 

and economic contexts, any or all of which might be larger or narrower than 

the political context defined by the boundaries of a state. And, as I argued 

in my original essay, contexts may be physical and spatial, as well as 

linguistic or conceptual: these contexts, too, may extend well beyond 

national borders or be as tightly defined as the spaces of a household, an 
                                                           
11 http://www.cambridge.org/gb/knowledge/series/series_display/item3937510/?site 

_locale=en_GB, accessed 1 March 2013. 
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academy, or any other institutionalised space. But Professor Ge is obviously 

well aware of this, as his closing example of Buddhism “travel[ling] over 

mountains and seas to land in Japan and Korea” shows. Contexts are not 

static and confining; they can be mobile, shifting and subject to change as 

well as agents of change in themselves. In those very features lies the 

difficulty of reconstructing them to interpret particular ideas, especially 

when multiple and overlapping contexts—some close at hand, others distant 

in time and space—give meaning to particular utterances. 

Just as slippery are conceptions of the nation and the state. There is no 

necessary connection between these two entities. A robust literature has 

shown definitively how recent and how contingent is the association of 

state with nation: Max Weber classically summed up that relationship a 

century ago-“a nation is a community of sentiment which would adequately 

manifest itself in a state of its own; hence, a nation is a community which 

normally tends to produce a state of its own”-but this was still a relatively 

novel notion at the time that he wrote.12 This bears upon Professor Ge’s 
statement that “historical problems and ideas are always structured by 

guojia, due to great differences in national histories”. If by “always” 

Professor Ge means “only”, I would have to dissent; and if by “always”, he 

means “in all times and places”, modern and pre-modern, I would also have 

my doubts. Even in the case of China, we should surely ask if there is a 

difference between a nation )or a state* and an empire. The boundaries of 

“China” have shifted over the centuries, as different territories and peoples 
                                                           
12  Max Weber, From Max Weber: Essays in Sociology, ed. H. H. Gerth and C. 

Wright Mills, )London: Routledge, 1991*, 176. 
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have come under the sway of successive dynastic and republican regimes. 

Migration has also created a global Chinese diaspora well beyond the 

boundaries of Chinese sovereignty. When should we then speak of “China” 

as a state, a nation, an empire, a civilisation, a linguistic community or a 

diaspora? Which of these many Chinas is under inspection will always need 

to be specified. 

 “National” contexts are only temporarily fixed and are not eternally 

continuous in time and space. This is not to say that I believe Professor Ge 

to be incorrect in his salutary reminder that national contexts should not be 

forgotten as intellectual historians take an international turn: I mean simply 

that one fruit of that international turn is a scepticism about the self-

evidence or the naturalness of the nation itself as a category of contextual 

analysis. Conversely, because the very term “international” has “nation” at 

its heart, it is of course correct to hope, with Professor Ge, that “current 

international intellectual history can go hand in hand with studies of 

national intellectual history”: it could hardly function any other way. 

However, it should encourage historians focused on national contexts to 

look for those ideas and arguments that cannot be contained within a 

national framework, either because they operate at levels lower than-and 

sometimes in opposition to-the nation/state, or because they extend above 

and beyond national contexts, like Confucianism, Buddhism and Taoism, to 

mention only Professor Ge’s key examples. And it should also alert them to 

what Leigh Jenco calls “the power relationships that create and reinforce 

boundaries around the spaces in and through which we perceive though to 

move, such as those of the nation-state”. Nations are not natural, whatever 
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nationalists might want us to think. Denaturalising the nation-state, not least 

by showing how it was produced by international relations of power, 

remains an ongoing task for all historians, and not for intellectual historians 

alone. 

*     *     * 

Cosmopolitanism, internationalism, globalism and comparison have 

often been proposed as cures for nationalism, regionalism and other forms 

of intellectual parochialism. However, as Leigh Jenco notes, in the field of 

political theory, “internationalization has led primarily to a reassertion of 

European modes of knowing and the nation-state form, rather than their 

displacement or refiguration”. She argues that the experience of political 

theory can offer a cautionary tale for intellectual historians who seek to 

internationalise their field: after all, if the only effect of taking an 

international turn is a return to the national )or, at least, a return to 

traditional canons and questions from Europe or the West more generally*, 

might it not be a turn for the worse?  

Dr Jenco is surely right to infer that the international turn in 

intellectual history has not gone far enough, and that parallel developments 

in political theory can provide vital inspiration for it to extend further. 

Historians—even intellectual historians—are not generally as self-reflexive 

as political theorists, in large part because we do not usually share the 

ambition to produce theory ourselves. However, the broader 

internationalisation of the historical discipline—with its progressive “de-

centring” of the West and ever greater attention to the multiple and 

connected sites in the production of knowledge—cannot leave intellectual 
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history untouched; it might also bring it into closer dialogue with political 

theory, as Jenco suggests. However, her remarks do offer some important 

warnings to intellectual historians who might want to pursue that 

rapprochement.  

For example, I would not disagree with her that comparative political 

theory has a tendency towards reification and abstraction, though that is 

characteristic of the comparative method more generally and not unique to 

political theory. Comparative political theory often immobilises the 

traditions it juxtaposes. To facilitate comparison, a dynamic and developing 

family of Confucian heritages must be rendered static and schematic, for 

example. Parallel traditions must in turn be abstracted from history. Jenco 

suggests that a cosmopolitan turn in political theory has served mostly to 

affirm the centrality of western political theory to the academy: it has 

revealed political theory’s global entanglements but it has not followed its 

own logic to consider seriously “the theoretical substance of ideas 

circulating elsewhere”. As Jenco notes, attempts to specify the meaning and 

content of political theory by appeals to context )as in the work of Quentin 

Skinner* or to horizons of understanding )in the terms set by Hans-Georg 

Gadamer* only serve to confine ideas, to prevent them from travelling.13 

They thereby stifle dialogue and interrupt any potential fusion of horizons. 

I would also agree with Dr Jenco that “the spatialization of ideas has 

been interpreted by many political theorists as constraining rather than 

                                                           
13  James Tully, ed., Meaning and Context: Quentin Skinner and His Critics 

)Oxford: Poliyt Press, 1988*; Hans-Georg Gadamer, Truth and Method, trans. 
Joel Weinsheimer and Donald G. Marshall )London: Continoum, 2004*. 
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enabling the mobility of thought”—and not just by political theorists, it 

must be said, but by many historians as well: it was for that reason that I 

urged attention to broader and more dynamic conceptions of context in my 

original essay. However, I am a little more hopeful than Dr Jenco that the 

“global genealogy of political theory’s long-held ideals” will not be 

overlooked for much longer.  

Perhaps the most liberating result so far of the international turn in 

intellectual history has precisely been greater attention to non-Western 

genealogies and sources. To the examples Jenco herself mentions )mostly 

drawn from East Asia*, I would add the work of Muzaffar Alam on Islamic 

political thought, Jennifer Pitts on the early nineteenth-century Algerian 

liberal Hamdan Khodja, C. A. Bayly’s magisterial survey of Indian thought 

in the long nineteenth century, Pankaj Mishra’s study of twentieth-century 

Asian anti-colonialism, and Karuna Mantena’s reincorporation of Gandhi 

into the political theory of realism as an original and substantive theorist of 

means and ends in his own right.14 Much of this work has appeared very 
recently or is still in progress—I therefore have high hopes for the 

                                                           
14  Muzaffar Alam, The Languages of Political Islam, 1200-1800 )Delhi: Permanent 

Black, 2004*; Jennifer Pitts, “Liberalism and Empire in a Nineteenth-Century 
Algerian Mirror”, Modern Intellectual History, 6 )2009*, 287-313; C. A. Bayly, 
Recovering Liberties: Indian Thought in the Age of Liberalism and Empire 
)Cambridge: Cambridge University press, 2011*; Pankaj Mishra, From the Ruins 
of Empire: The Revolt Against the West and the Remaking of Asia )London: an 
imprint of Penguin Books , 2012*; Karuna Mantena, “Another Realism: The 
Politics of Gandhian Nonviolence”, American Political Science Review, 106 
)2012*, 455-70; Mantena, Gandhi’s Realism: Means and Ends in Politics 
)Cambridge, Mass., forthcoming*. 
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achievement of what Jenco calls the “true ‘internationalization’” of 

intellectual history )and political theory*, “that is, the incorporation in a 

broader and more transformative way the insights located in truly global, 

rather than provincially western, spaces of thought”. Dr Jenco’s own recent 

work on the political theory of Zhang Shizhao and on theoretical 

engagement across cultures strongly indicates that those hopes are far from 

being misplaced.15 
Viren Murthy’s richly thoughtful commentary only increases my 

confidence in the bright future of international intellectual history—and, 

indeed, the future of its close cousin, global intellectual history. Professor 

Murthy neatly inverts my closing remarks, which implied that a global turn 

is a logical extension of the international turn, by arguing that “globality 

forms the condition for the possibility of the international turn” itself )my 

emphasis*. Murthy then enlists the help of two of the earliest global 

intellectual historians—Hegel and Marx—to propose capitalism as a 

“framework that could go beyond reductionism and open the way to a 

globally international intellectual history”. 

Professor Murthy notes some inevitable resistance to the use of 

capitalism as such a framework for intellectual history. Is it not 

reductionist? Does it not inevitably subsume the ideal in the material? 

Would not such an approach deny agency and autonomy? The objections 
                                                           
15  Leigh K. Jenco, Making the Political: Founding and Action in the Political 

Theory of Zhang Shizhao )Cambridge: Cambridge University press, 2010*; 
Jenco, “Recentering Political Theory: The Promise of Mobile Locality”, Cultural 
Critique, 79 )2011*, 27-59; Jenco, “How Meaning Moves: Tan Sitong on 
Borrowing across Cultures”, Philosophy East and West, 62 )2012*, 92-113. 
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are familiar and major programmes of research in intellectual history have 

been explicitly promoted as alternatives to specifically materialist analyses-

I would think here, most obviously, of Skinner’s early engagement with 

historiographies indebted to Marx and to Lewis Namier in favour of a more 

broadly Weberian approach, for example.16 But arguments have moved on 

and Professor Murthy is now surely pushing at an open door. Any 

transnational turn in intellectual history—whether international or global in 

scope—surely needs to attend to global and local contexts simultaneously, 

at least in the modern period. What one sophisticated recent practitioner has 

called “global concept history” has brought about just such a convergence 

by applying a Marxian analysis of capitalism to the interregional movement 

and reception of ideas in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.17 And 
Hegel and Marx themselves have recently been productively treated as 

subjects for international and global intellectual history themselves. 18 
Professor Murthy’s brief and suggestive account of Hegel as a global 

historian of a sort and his treatment of the phenomena of reification in 

capitalism and in intellectual history add measurably to this emerging body 

of work. 

                                                           
16  Mark Goldie, “The Context of The Foundations”, in Annabel Brett and James 

Tully, eds., Rethinking the Foundations of Modern Political Thought 
)Cambridge: Cambridge University press, 2006*, 3-19. 

17  Andrew Sartori, Bengal in Global Concept History: Culturalism in the Age of 
Capital!)Chicago: University of Chicago press, 2008*. 

18  For example, Susan Buck-Morss, Hegel, Haiti, and Universal History 
)Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh press, 2009*; Kevin B. Anderson, Marx at 
the Margins: On Nationalism, Ethnicity, and Non-Western Societies )Chicago: 
University of Chicago press, 2010*. 
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Professor Murthy rightly calls capitalism “the structuring dynamic of 

our age” but the early modern historian in me wants to ask just how far 

back “our age” extends in this sense. As world-systems theorists, among 

others, have reminded us, the history of globalisation can be told as the 

story of the gradual incorporation of all parts of the world—“centres” and 

“peripheries”—into the capitalist world-system over the course of the last 

five centuries. But this was a gradual process that could hardly be called 

comprehensively global before the nineteenth century: in this sense, Marx 

himself was generalising transhistorically from the relatively novel 

conditions of his own time.19 There is, of course, a larger question about 
whether globalisation should necessarily be identified with capitalism at all 

and how far back we can go in time and still speak of globalisation itself.20 
But if we are to follow Professor Murthy’s suggestions, and see capitalism 

as the precondition of globality, and globality as the backdrop for 

international intellectual history, we might risk compressing in time an 

approach that is expansive in space. After all, if capitalism cannot be seen 

as a global condition before the era of the telegraph, the railroad and the 
                                                           
19  On Marx as a theorist of globalisation, see especially Gareth Stedman Jones’s 

introduction to his edition of The Communist Manifesto: Karl Marx and Friedrich 
Engels, The Communist Manifesto )1848*, ed. Gareth Stedman Jones 
)Harmondsworth: Penguin, 2002*. 

20  A. G. Hopkins, “Introduction: Globalization-An Agenda for Historians”, and C. 
A. Bayly, “‘Archaic’ and ‘Modern’ Globalization in the Eurasian and African 
Arena, c. 1750-1850”, in Hopkins, ed., Globalization in World History )London 
Norton, 2002*, 1-10, 47-73; Joyce E. Chaplin, Round About the Earth: 
Circumnavigation from Magellan to Orbit )New York: Simon and Schuster, 
2012*; David Armitage, “Is There a Pre-History of Globalisation?”, in Armitage, 
Foundations of Modern International Thought, 33-45. 
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steamship, does this mean the international turn cannot be applied to any 

period before the Marx’s maturity in the mid-nineteenth century? That 

doubt aside, I would strongly endorse Professor Murthy’s sense that “recent 

intellectual history has had difficulty or has not even tried to think of 

place/space and time globally”—and that it should attempt to do so, as 

some international relations theorists have recently tried to do.21 I am not 
yet fully persuaded that international intellectual history depends upon 

globality, whether material or conceptual, but after reading Professor 

Murthy’s remarks, I am even more convinced that a global turn in 

intellectual history is now an essential move for our field.22 
*     *     * 

To clarify my own arguments before I conclude, let me turn finally to 

Dr Lung-kee Sun’s remarks. Dr Sun’s commentary contains so many 

misunderstandings of my intentions and my own statements that as I read it 

I began to doubt whether I had expressed myself at all clearly in my 

original essay. Dr Sun infers that I do “not go for” global history, though he 

may not be aware that I have written one work of global intellectual history 

and co-edited another collection of essays in the field.23 He states that I 

                                                           
21  Most notably, Jens Bartelson, Visions of World Community )Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press, 2009*. 
22  Compare the essays in Moyn and Sartori, eds., Global Intellectual History. 
23  David Armitage, The Declaration of Independence: A Global History 

)Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 2007*; Armitage and Sanjay 
Subrahmanyam, eds., The Age of Revolutions in Global Context, c. 1760-1840 
)Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2010*. See also Jaap Jacobs and Martine van 
Ittersum, “Are We All Global Historians Now? An Interview with David 
Armitage”, Itinerario, 36 )2012*, 7-28. 
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have my own “special brand of international history” )which may be true* 

and then suspects that my own aim is “an effort to jumpstart the decrepit 

field of diplomatic history” )which is certainly not correct*.  

I am at a loss to see how any part of my essay—or indeed anything 

else I have ever written—could be seen as directed towards that goal. I had 

thought it was evident that I wrote primarily as an intellectual historian—

my essay was, after all, entitled “The International Turn in Intellectual 

History” not “The Intellectual Turn in International History” )though such 

an approach would itself be quite plausible and timely*.24 I am not now, 

nor have I ever been, a diplomatic historian. I have no intention of 

“weav[ing] various affiliated strands together to re-mat the field of 

international relations” )whatever that might mean*. My aim was simply to 

encourage intellectual historians to diversify their approaches by drawing 

inspiration from some recent and novel advances in the internationalisation 

of historical scholarship more broadly. My other commentators understood 

this aim quite well, so I am reassured that Dr Sun’s misapprehension of my 

argument was not entirely my own fault.  

I wish I could share Dr Sun’s confidence that academic divisions of 

labour are clear and unproblematic and that so many historical problems 

have already been solved that little further work is necessary. I would be 

fascinated to learn of intellectual histories on international institutions 

                                                           
24  Duncan Snidal and Alexander Wendt, “Why There is International Theory Now”, 

International Theory, 1 )2009*, 1-14; Thomas W. Zeiler, “The Diplomatic 
History Bandwagon: A State of the Field”,  Journal of American History, 95 
)2009*, 1053-73. 
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written before the last decade: of course such organisations have long been 

the objects of historical research, but I am aware of little work on them by 

intellectual historians, or by international historians using the tools of 

intellectual history, until very recently.25 Dr Sun claims that international 
thinkers from Norman Angell and Hannah Arendt to Leonard Woolf and 

Alfred Zimmern are “standard fare” in institutes of International 

Relations—again, I would like to know where—and he also asserts that 

their “intellectual biographies are in place”, implying research on them 

might now cease. If so, that news has not reached the cadre of scholars who 

are working mightily to recover the international thought of these figures 

from the condescension of posterity. And Dr Sun has much greater 

confidence than I in the talents and capacities of fellow historians if he 

believes that paying “attention to migrations, diasporas, and epidemics” 

requires nothing more than a “relatively simple retooling” on the part of 

national historians. If only the internationalisation of national history were 

so easy, every national history would be written with such transnational 

phenomena in mind. For the moment, at least, regrettably few still are. 

Dr Sun also takes me to task for, as he sees, it “diminishing” Europe 

by downplaying the nation while at the same time localising and 

essentialising the Enlightenment. I am at a loss to know what Dr Sun means 

by these accusations, but I am confident they are based on a series of non 
                                                           
25  In addition to the works cited in my original article, see now also Mark 

Mazower, Governing the World: The History of an Idea )London: Penguin, 
2012*, and the recently launched United Nations History Project website: 
http://unhistoryproject.org/ 
index.html, accessed 1 March 2013. 
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sequiturs with no foundation in my own essay. I cannot understand how “to 

diminish the ‘nation’ is to diminish Europe”: scepticism about the nation as 

the sole unit of history extends well beyond Europe, as Dr Sun’s own 

reference to Prasenjit Duara’s Rescuing History from the Nation )1995* 

testifies.26 I have also never thought of the Enlightenment as “a monolith 
confinable somewhere in space and time” and again fail to see how my 

essay could be read as if I did believe that. When I stated that, “to answer 

the question, ‘What was Enlightenment?’, intellectual historians attuned to 

space must now also ask, ‘Where was Enlightenment?’”, I was )admittedly 

rather briskly* summarising a rich vein of recent work which has examined 

the circulation of ideas, the geographical distribution of intellectual 

institutions, and the transnational, even global, reach of Enlightenment: 

work which has been immeasurably expanded by the application of digital 

methods of network analysis and data visualisation in such projects as Six 

Degrees of Francis Bacon at Carnegie Mellon University, Royal Society 

Comparative Trajectories at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, The 

Republic of Letters at Stanford University, Cultures of Knowledge at the 

University of Oxford, and The Circulation of Knowledge at various 

institutions in the Netherlands.27  
Far from confining or “essentialising” Enlightenment, this scholarship 

stresses its mobility and variety as well as its extension across and well 
                                                           
26  Prasenjit Duara, Rescuing History from the Nation: Questioning Narratives of 

Modern China )Chicago: University of Chicago Press Chicago, 1995*. 
27  http://sixdegreesoffrancisbacon.com/; http://dataminding.org/Network8/index. html#;  

https://republicofletters.stanford.edu/; http://cofk.history.ox.ac.uk/;  
http://ckcc.huygens.knaw.nl/, accessed 1 March 2013. 
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beyond Europe.28 Any reading of this work would reassure Dr Sun that it 
does not “hypostatize superordinate units overarching the nation” but 

instead uses methods of comparison and connection to reveal the many 

different communities-national, subnational and supranational-where 

Enlightened ideas were discussed and implemented. In this regard, I would 

endorse the conclusion of one recent global historian that it was precisely 

the “process of global circulation, translation, and transnational co-

production that turned the Enlightenment into the general and universal 

phenomenon that it had always purported to be.”29 
Indeed, it is surely Dr Sun himself who is guilty of hypostatisation and 

essentialism when he writes of “the time-honored and universal tropes of 

the Renaissance [and] the Enlightenment”, as if these complex and 

internally contested traditions lacked any context yet had an agreed content. 

In the latter part of his essay, Dr Sun deploys these reifications to analyse 

May Fourth as a series of national movements within a transnational 

                                                           
28  In addition to the works cited in my original essay, see, for example, John 

Robertson, The Case for the Enlightenment: Scotland and Naples 1680-1760 
)Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005*; Charles W. J. Withers and 
Robert Mayhew, “Geography: Space, Place and Intellectual History in the 
Eighteenth Century”, Journal for Eighteenth Century Studies, 34 )2011*, 445-52; 
Mayhew, “Geography as the Eye of Enlightenment Historiography”, Modern 
Intellectual History, 7 )2010*, 611-27; Sebastian Conrad, “Enlightenment in 
Global History: A Historiographical Critique”, American Historical Review, 117 
)2012*, 999-1027; Caroline Winterer, “Where is America in the Republic of 
Letters?”, Modern Intellectual History, 9 )2012*, 597-623; Anthony Pagden, The 
Enlightenment-And Why it Still Matters )Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2013*. 

29  Sebastian Conrad, “Enlightenment in Global History”, 1027. 
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moment. He plots May Fourth alongside a broader polarisation of “Right” 

and “Left” in 1919, but offers no model to link events in Germany, Italy, 

Russia, Japan, China, and the United States. Does he imply a causal 

connection? A comparative framework? Or merely a set of coincidences?  

Dr Sun does not tell us how we might answer such questions )as 

Professor Murthy in fact did*, but only how we should not approach them: 

that is, he argues, against my own essay, we should not ask “how ideas 

were manufactured and how they travelled, who trafficked them and who 

consumed them”. His only counterproposal to this allegedly “materialist” 

methodology is what he calls a “hermeneutic” handling. As far as I can 

infer from Dr Sun’s remarks, “hermeneutic” here means being guided by 

imprecise appeals to distant Western models of “Renaissance” and 

“Enlightenment”. Fortunately we do have more robust and revealing 

scholarship on the May Fourth movement that is properly attentive to the 

historical connections that made 1919 such a peculiarly charged moment 

for transnational and even global exchanges.30 This work, so far mostly by 
international historians attuned to intellectual history, rather than by 

intellectual historians who have taken an international turn, offers much 

better guidance for the broader task of globalising intellectual history. In 

this way, it also addresses Professor Murthy’s important question of “why 

certain ideas could go global at a particular time”, ideas such as revolution, 
                                                           
30  Erez Manela, The Wilsonian Moment: Self-Determination and the International 

Origins of Anticolonial Nationalism )Oxford: Oxford  University Press, 2007*; 
Cemil Aydin, The Politics of Anti-Westernism in Asia: Visions of World Order in 
Pan-Islamic and Pan-Asian Thought )New York,: Columbia University Press 
2007*; Mishra, The Ruins of Empire, 184-215. 
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nationalism and self-determination.31 
*     *     * 

I am grateful to all the contributors to this forum for all their 

stimulating comments and criticisms. They have helped me to think more 

broadly, and I hope also more subtly, about the challenges the international 

turn presents, not just to intellectual history but also to national history and 

to political theory, for example. Their acute suggestions mark a major 

advance on my original essay. I wrote that piece from my position as what 

Peter Bol often calls “Mediterranean” intellectual history—that is, the 

history of Europe and the Americas—though I did try to account for some 

recent developments in other geographical fields. But a single overview, 

directed specifically towards thinking about the implications of the 

international turn for European intellectual history, obviously could not 

account for all the implications of a complex shift in historical attention that 

is changing history writing across the world.32  The varied perspectives 
offered by this diverse group of scholars of Asian intellectual history 

collectively accomplish what my own essay could not achieve: the 

internationalisation of intellectual history itself. If my modest effort at 

synthesis and prognosis helped to inspire that major advance in historical 

                                                           
31  Compare Cemil Aydin, “Globalizing the Intellectual History of the Idea of the 

‘Muslim World’”, in Moyn and Sartori, eds., Global Intellectual History, 159-86. 
32  The essay was first presented at a 2010 workshop on “Rethinking Modern 

European Intellectual History for the Twenty-First Century”, reconsidering the 
field almost thirty years after the publication of Dominick LaCapra and Steven L. 
Kaplan, eds., Modern European Intellectual History: Reappraisals and New 
Perspectives )Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1982*. 
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dialogue, then I am more confident than ever that the international turn has 

indeed been a turn for the better. 

 


